H2oh! Entertainment | Wedding Entertainment & Music Suppliers



H2oh! Entertainment is an experienced agency specialising in
the provision of Circus and Variety artists, and associated
services. Helen Day, Director has worked in performing arts for
over 15 years, originally as a performer, and going on to act
as agent, producer and administrator for a wide variety of
productions of every size and scale. The organisation is
committed to maintaining high standards of work, in both the
organisation and delivery of shows and events, as well as all
the aspects of health and safety that need to be considered
when undertaking or arranging productions involving live
performance and members of the public / invited guests.



H2oh! Entertainment is committed to the wise use of clients’
money, and will always try to advise on the best use of
budget in order to achieve the highest quality effects.



We offer a genuinely bespoke service,
with each and every quote tailored to
client requests. We understand that
planning a wedding can be timeconsuming, and that everything needs to
be perfect. We make sure our artists are
fully briefed before the big day so that
you can relax and enjoy it, without
worrying about them one little bit.



We know many of the artists that work with
us well, and regularly meet with them to
keep up to date with their work and style.
We have always endeavoured to steer
away from being a ‘directory’ style
agency, in which the onus to book the
right act lies with the customer. We prefer
to operate more along the lines of a
consultancy: it is our job to make sure the
right act is booked, and to make sure the
process of booking is as easy and as stressfree as possible.









Adagio Statues - Two stone characters
come magically to life to music, and
perform a flowing routine of gravity and
strength-defying lifts and balances in a
classical style.
Enchanted Snow Globe - A truly stunning
act, this sees two adagio statue acrobatic
performers inside an enchanting globe with
glitter falling continuously around them.
Canapé Tables - Putting a twist on the usual
serving of canapés and drinks, our artists
roam an event with elegance for a unique
and memorable act.
Living Statues - Transformed head to toe,
this is a wonderful option to delight guests
with sudden precise movements, retracting
back into a statue as they turn around in
surprise!









Aerial - For the ultimate wow factor,
our aerialists perform stunning routines
suspended in mid air, impressing all.
Aerial silk is a favourite for weddings, as
it gives an elegant, flowing
performance.
Caricature - One of our most popular
acts, we work with a selection of
excellent sketchers who create
fantastic, realistic caricatures. Sketches
can be named and dated to the
occasion, giving guests a wonderful
take home souvenir to remember the
special day for years to come.
Magicians - Magicians are another
favourite to go out to weddings as they
create brilliant table hopping
entertainment and bring guests
together, with sleight-of-hand tricks
and incredible up-close magic!
Other favourite wedding acts have
included stilt walkers, fire performers,
dancers, contortionists and pick
pockets.



We have chosen the best, most
experienced and versatile
musicians. We work with artists
whom we trust, meaning you will
receive professional service, the
security of booking through an
agency all with competitive
pricing.



We have different types of music
to offer for the various parts of
your day: a harpist to guide you
down the aisle; a vocalist for the
signing of the register; a gospel
choir to sing your hymns or a
moving song; a jazz band for your
drinks reception, not forgetting the
party band for the knees-up in the
evening!
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